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REFLECTION STATEMENT 

“The ecological crisis is gendered at its very root in the constitution of masculine identity, until men 
are going to be ready to examine that, nothing will change”1 (Ariel Salleh)

The process of unearthing the “unconscious elements of a text”2 requires the tools of literary 
theory to unveil wider socio-political truths within literature. Amidst the era of the 
anthropocene, Ecofeminism3 seeks to scrutinize the role of gender when considering the 
relationships between individuals and the environment in literature, complemented by 
Eco-Masculinity4 as a solution to challenge such exploitative socio-ecological paradigms. 
The purpose of my experimental storytelling podcast, Wo(e)-Man’s Land, is to 
intertextually attest to the role of masculine affirming identities when confronted with 
ecofeminist narratives. I self-reflexively posit that eco-masculine agency is a requisite 
to denaturalize androcentric dichotomies, specifically within Australian literature; a 
historically contested “no-man’s land”.

Centering Wo(e)-Man’s Land within a unique Australian perspective of environmental 
calamity, deriving from Euro-capitalist patriarchal culture, was the result of interest 
and research. While the seminal work of Australian ecocritic, Val Plumwood, and her 
thesis Decolonising Relationships with Nature56 insightfully extended my knowledge 

1 Risaliti, V. (2017). Ariel Salleh, Ecofeminism as politics (interview). YouTube. Available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI5TjFOIXes

2 Anon, (n.d.). Literary Theory | Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy. [online] Available at: 
https://iep.utm.edu/literary/#:~:text=All%20literary%20interpretation%20draws%20on

3 Françoise D’ Eaubonne (1974). Le féminisme ou la mort. Paris: P. Horay.

4 Gaard, Greta. “Toward New EcoMasculinities, EcoGenders, and EcoSexualities.” Ecofeminism: 
Feminist Intersections with Other Animals and the Earth. Eds. Carol J. Adams and Lori 
Gruen. New York and London: Bloomsbury, 2014

5 Cormac Mccarthy (2008). “The Road”. New York: Vintage International.

6 Plumwood, Val. 2003. “Decolonising Relationships with Nature.” In Decolonising Nature: 
Strategies for Conservation in a Post Colonial Era, by William H Adams and Martin Mulligan, 
London: Earthscan
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of patriarchal subjugation, Professor Ariel Salleh, a “socialist-ecofeminist”, provided 
the foundational lens for my piece. Her model, which appropriates the Aristotelian 
Great Chain of Being, reveals the lower hierarchy of women with Indigenous Peoples 
under the “capitalist elite”. This is intertextually referenced in my podcast’s prologue, 

“Indigenous people are seen as closer to nature...diminished from a eurocentric point of view, and 
women are seen as closer to nature”, to sign-post the origin of the ideas for the responder 
and transition the listener from overt literary criticism to experimental narrative.

PODCAST

Please listen with headphones

“The ecological crisis is gendered at its very root in the constitution of masculine 
identity, until men are going to be ready to examine that, nothing will change”1 

- Ariel Salleh

PROLOGUE

FX:  Delta waves fade in 

NARRATOR

I have travelled long and far to reach an existence, where the ancient 
shell of myself lingers *pause* elsewhere. Welcome. I have waited for 
you to join us. In light of the collaboration between the “Green Flame” 
podcasting station and Australia’s, “Antic magazine”, deep green 
resistance ecofeminist theory meets experimental narrative.

Beat.

I now reside in a place of biodiverse equality; a place only possible once 
you have emerged from your chrysalids *echo effect*. 

Radio glitch interrupts delta waves2 . Narrators verse played through a radio. Diatonic melodic 
piano motif accompanies3  .  

Dragging like a stringless marionette, lingering amidst my swollen debts, 
but, Momentum lies where you denaturalize

1 Yellow Brick Cinema - Relaxing Music. (2020). 8 Hour Deep Sleep Music: Delta Waves, 
Relaxing Music Sleep, Sleeping Music, Sleep Meditation, 159. [Online Video]. 22 June 2014. 
Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txQ6t4yPIM0 . [Accessed: 12 May 2020].

2 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020]. 

3 3214 1390
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Second radio glitch. Robert Lawlor interview excerpt “transformational tours 2017”4  plays. 

LAWLOR

“The material world is completely malleable, but when man places the exploitation 
and the manipulation of matter at the very centre of society, it is a signal of severe 
degeneration.”

Third radio glitch5 . Abrupt excerpt from interview “Ecofeminism as politics – Valentina Risaliti” 
plays. 

SALLEH

“Indigenous people are seen as closer to nature, so they are diminished from 
Eurocentric point of view, and women are seen as closer to nature”6 

Beat. Chromatic harp scale from “Prophesy” by Bobby Krlic plays. The interview continues to play 
whilst the radio channel change effect plays under.

SALLEH

”This hegemonic unconscious is based off of metaphors – 

Shift from non-diegetic to diegetic sound as the interview quality becomes more static. Radio 
tuning sound continues. 

which are dichotomies, where nature vs culture, reason vs chaos and in every 
case……”

fade. 

SCENE 1: INT. PARVAS APARTMENT 

FX:  White noise fade in7 . “Miroirs No. 2, Oiseaux Triste”8  by Ravel slowly fades in. sustained.

PARVA

Fiddling with radio knobs. Agitated. 

4 Channel [J (2017). Robert Lawlor 1. YouTube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YxXqFCUaNsY  [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

5 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020].

6 Risaliti, V. (2017). Ariel Salleh, Ecofeminism as politics (interview). YouTube. Available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI5TjFOIXes  [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

7 White Noise Black Screen | Sleep, Study, Focus, Soothe a Baby | 10 Hours. (2018). YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMfPqeZjc2c  [Accessed 8 Dec. 2019].

8 Xandertrax (2010). Ravel - Miroirs No. 2, “Oiseaux Triste” Sheet Music + Audio. YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trN06fsSRdM [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].
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Damn it! Its not… *grunts* Working!

NARRATOR

To tell my story, I must tell her story, her story is our story.

Chewing on cuticles plays under.9

NARRATOR

Parva Young had a poor habit of gnawing at the dead skin next to the 
corner of her fingernails. Finger by finger her incisors would tear at her 
cuticles and she would feel the jagged niblets catch on the inside of her 
throat. There was a sort of rhythm to it. 

Beat. Cuticle chewing is exposed for four beats and then stops. 

NARRATOR

Parva tilted her head upward and gazed at the woman in the mirror. The 
remnants of the makeup she had applied for the office could no longer 
conceal the lines of her dehydrated complexion from an age of apartment 
living. She thumbed the crevices of the bulbous nose that she had inherited 
from her father, agitating her rosacea.

Faucet turns10. running water plays underneath dialogue11 . Car and traffic jam sounds fade in12 . 

NARRATOR

Parva heard the dissonant chorus of the car engines that sneered at the 
landscape surrounding her apartment complex through the triple-glazed 
glass. She looked down on them, as they weaved in and out of each other 
on the Cahill expressway like a deck of cards being shuffled. A red ghost 
rolled across the sky; abandoning its luster on the now teal harbor, an 
omen for everyone’s attention but no one’s actions. Parva reached for 
her fingernail as she watched the orange blanket of haze reach its fingers 
across the Barangaroo skyline.

Beat. 

The world now was a sphere that had been carved in half where self and 
other, nature and culture    seemed – 

9 3214 1390 – Wo(e)-Man’s land

10 3214 1390

11 Ibid

12 Ibid
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PARVA 

Ouch! Step back a little?

NARRATOR

Whoops! Sorry.. 

PARVA 

*muttered under breath* I need some fresh air

Radio tune and glitch sound plays13. Vibrant background commercial music14  plays under radio 
advertisement. All other sounds cut out. 

ADVERTISMENT

oh. Speaking of, here is OXYease!, Canister to mouth, this oxygen sourced 
from the thermosphere will clear. Your. Mind. And make you feel Alive! 
Alive to keep you Alive!. 4 canisters for four days? Easy! Only $39.9999999 

Radio glitch sound15 plays concluding the advertisement. 

PARVA 

*To herself* I need more than air to breathe… 

Walking sound plays as she walks into the kitchenette16. Traffic ambiance crescendos17 as she moves 
closer. White noise and “Miroirs No. 2, Oiseaux Triste”18  by Ravel slowly fade back in. 

NARRATOR

Entering the kitchenette. Parva noticed the discarded jardinière she had 
discovered last week from excavations from the – 

Radio glitch sound plays. Excerpt from “Inside Crown’s landmark $2bn Sydney tower”19  - Nine 

13 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020

14 Vibrant Musics (2020). Free vibrant music for commercial use. YouTube. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eg7ixgCaIsU  [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

15 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020

16 3214 1390

17 Ibid

18 Xandertrax (2010). Ravel - Miroirs No. 2, “Oiseaux Triste” Sheet Music + Audio. YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trN06fsSRdM [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

19 9 News Australia (2019). Inside Crown’s landmark $2bn Sydney tower | Nine News Australia. 
YouTube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5AxcQc4Css&t=1s  [Accessed 20 
Aug. 2020].
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News Australia plays, altered through radio. All sounds cut out. 

NINE NEWS

2.2 Billion Dollar, Crown Sydney! -  

Radio glitch sound plays, Concluding excerpt. Traffic ambiance, white noise and “Miroirs No. 2, 
Oiseaux Triste”20  by Ravel slowly fade back in.

NARRATOR

Tearing away from stories and circles told by middens and circles of truth. 
Parva noticed that the seedlings she planted last week were sprouting, 
into the saplings of daisies! Combatting the anesthetized scent from the 
cleaners. 

All sounds cut out, except parva’s dialogue and “Miroirs No. 2, Oiseaux Triste”21 by Ravel which 
continue. 

NARRATOR

You natural Beauties! *inhale and exhale* *echo effect* 

Jardinière begins to shake and rumble.22  

NARRATOR

*astounded* Parva backed into the corner of her kitchenette. The Jardinière 
cracking in two, unfolding the birth of the Underland. 

A cacophony of sounds crescendo in a staggered arrangement. “Reflets Dans l’Eau”23  by Debussy, 
Earthquake sound effect24 , timpani musical phrase25 , 

SCENE 2 : EXT. THE UNDERLAND  

NARRATOR

sundrenched slopes and shadowing overstories, teeming with 
unprecedented buzzing, scratching, crawling and the faint kiss of 

20 Xandertrax (2010). Ravel - Miroirs No. 2, “Oiseaux Triste” Sheet Music + Audio. YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trN06fsSRdM [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

21 ibid

22 3214 1390

23 Medtnaculus (2016). Claude Debussy – Images (Complete). YouTube. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=L47SRue0gt8&t=95s [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

24 Motion Array (2018). Destruction Earthquake Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSxCI_Ma_A8 [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

25 3214 1390
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unseen legs lay before her. Fire set dahlias and healthy grasses glowed 
and trembled under the soft stings of light; giving way to golden streams 
dancing above the pool where dragonflies, bobbed and bounced. Sulphur 
crested cockatoos and honey eaters preferred the dank security of the 
hidden depths of the scrub, patiently waiting for the warmth of the day 
to elapse. 

The middle of this Eden bore a colossal eucalyptus tree and when the 
leaves caught the light, it projected swaying and dancing arrowhead 
shapes on the grass below her feet. The fragrant aroma of menthol, honey 
and peppermint sung in her sinuses  as she breathed in deeply. She could 
hear the trees whispering to each other, she could almost hear a kind of 
anxiety embedded in their dialect. 

Inaudible layered whispering sounds fade in, emphasis on words “Ruptured”, “shadowed land”26.  
Eva enters.

EVA

*Intrigued* What are you looking for?

NARRATOR

Parva caught sight of a small girl perched in a branch high above her, 
nestled within the engulfing crown of the shrubbery. Her petite frame and 
glistening ochre skin when the light caught it stared back at her. Their eyes 
met each other

PARVA

*Caught off guard* I…I was just listening! To the trees 

EVA

Climb up here, you’ll get a better view

NARRATOR

Parva nervously latched onto the gum tree and heaved herself upwards, 

Parva out of breath and exhaustion climbs the tree. Trees and branches rustling underneath27 . 

she couldn’t remember the last time she climbed a tree. The girl when 
Parva was halfway up, threw out her hand and helped her. 

26 3214 1390

27 3214 1390
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PARVA

*exhausted* Thank you!

Tree rustling28  fade out. 

NARRATOR

As Parvas words left her mouth, she could see in front of her the jaws of a 
metamorphic slate, rising from the ground like teeth, and behind them, on 
the far horizon lay a vast cityscape. 

EVA

Over there is where you’ve been, but here is where you should be. 

NARRATOR

The scene was framed by the panoramic image of glossy woodland and 
grassland resting to the golden banks of the inland sea where glimmering 
salt collected on the shore. Parva’s joints loosened and her diaphragm 
released. The girl then muttered a sentence ending with –

EVA

Eva 

Beat.

this is the Underland

PARVA

Is that dark valley? Part of the Underland? 

EVA

The shadowed land? Yes, or, was part of the underland. You must go there 
first, before you travel far and wide, down to the fields of gold.

PARVA

*confused* What happened there? What are the fields of gold? 

EVA

You’ll understand. What’s left of the inhabitants of the Bulgari will guide 
you. 

28 Ibid
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NARRATOR

Parva took one last glance at Eva

PARVA

Thank you! 

NARRATOR

Then alighted from the tree and combed through the fiery gums. She then 
reached the downpour.

All sounds fade out suddenly. Silence. 

NARRATOR

*confronted* a cocktail of blood and dirt, which instigated the rain dance of 
a thousand swan corpses.

SCENE 3 : EXT. THE SHADOWLAND  FX:  “Gassed” by Bobby Klirc29 , a cool wind and a 
muffled drone sound30 slowly fade in. Sustained. 

NARRATOR

A lake placed in the heart of the shrubbery was now spun inside out.. A 
Savage arm of heat channelled the breeze as a river of sparks, which 
withered the landscape surrounding into decaying hues of grey. It lapped 
and licked every orifice of the lake as it crumbled into white dust. 

Beat. 

Parva then caught sight of a girl perched under a blanket of shadows cast 
by the mangroves, on the bank of the now ancient swamp, where she was 
nursing a limp black swan in her arms. Parva took her left hand out to gnaw 
on her fingers. This girl then turned to her right and stared into the crater, 
into oblivion. What was she thinking?

Radio glitch31 . Oblivia’s monologue fade in, playing through a radio. 

OBLIVIA

29 Original Soundtrack (2019). Gassed | Midsommar OST. YouTube. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XjdvgW58J3M [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

30 Bluezone Corporation (2012). Eerie Sounds, Dark Ambiences, Scary Sound Effects, 
Dark Cinematic Sample Library. YouTube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2tnJEqXSs24&t=76s [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

31 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020].
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There is this virus that lays dormant inside my brain, hard to believe a 
virus could get sucked into vomiting bad history over the sunburnt plains, 
it manufactures really dangerous ideas as arsenal. Burning the plains. The 
virus is nostalgia for foreign things. This is the quest to regain sovereignty 
over my own brain after modern man had become the new face of God, 
and had simply sacrificed the whole earth. *sarcastic tone* Mother Nature? 
Ha! Who knew how many hearts she could tear out, In every neck of these 
woods people walked in the imagination of dooms-dayers and talked the 
language of extinction. The virus that I want it wants, where it dreams in 
my diseased mind. 

Radio glitch32 . “Gassed” by Bobby Klirc33 , a cool wind  and the muffled drone34  sound fade back in.

PARVA

*astounded* Who has answers for this.

NARRATOR

*Confused* Are there answers for this? 

PARVA

There must be! The ash…the disfigured landscape?  The demise?

NARRATOR

The girl then slowly rose her head upwards. Her eyes swollen like bags of 
bleach. She dragged her slender frame toward Parva and intertwined her 
fingers with hers. She tried to speak but only raspy tones left her lips

PARVA

*to herself* Is she…Aphasic? 

NARRATOR

Another woman, across the lake, sat crouched and swam her hand through 
the diseased dark pool in an lemsnicate pattern, feeling the shrapnel and 
clotted roots collide with her knuckles. She had a noble frame with white 

32 ibid

33 Original Soundtrack (2019). Gassed | Midsommar OST. YouTube. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XjdvgW58J3M [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

34 Bluezone Corporation (2012). Eerie Sounds, Dark Ambiences, Scary Sound Effects, 
Dark Cinematic Sample Library. YouTube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2tnJEqXSs24&t=76s [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].
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hair that contrasted her ochre skin

Soprano and alto harmonic phrase fade in35 . “Gassed” by Bobby Klirc36 , a cool wind and the 
muffled drone37 sound diminish in volume. Song woman enters, wise and assertive.  

SONG WOMAN

How can I remember the eloquence of my voice? 
This morning I deserted the Bulgari.
Too excavated to recall the beauty we planted, 
It now lays sterile under the heavy sun

Eloquence now remains antiquitous,  
under the willows of the Djap Wurrung, 
which our children will never encounter.  
They now speak a language clotted with ancient metaphor.

The skewed priorities of our successors,
Permeate the domestic sphere of our being,
Where foreign priorities outweigh our mothers’ roots, Becoming manifest 
in our clouded practices,

By the banks of Swan Lake 
where there isn’t any swamp. 
I try to remember such eloquence, 
Where the crater and pyre aimlessly gaze back at me,  blurring such ancient 
radiance. 

Beat. 

NARRATOR

Parva, for once, was silent. The Song Woman understood that the young 
gubba was close to understanding and so she continued.

SONG WOMAN

You need to travel forward now, through the petted forest and trained 
vines, then, you will find a place, where the wind and sun gently caresses 

35 3214 1390

36 Original Soundtrack (2019). Gassed | Midsommar OST. YouTube. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XjdvgW58J3M [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

37 Bluezone Corporation (2012). Eerie Sounds, Dark Ambiences, Scary Sound Effects, 
Dark Cinematic Sample Library. YouTube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2tnJEqXSs24&t=76s [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].
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the golden glade that lies under it. This tale is told *spoken in Yugambeh 
language*

Beat. Tree rustling sound fade in38 .  

NARRATOR

We travelled far north, to where the song woman gestured. The morning 
canvas was dappled with splashes of magenta and mauve tinctures 
elongated across the firmament. 

“Gassed” by Bobby Klirc, a cool wind and the muffled drone sound fade out. “Fire Temple”39  by 
Bobby Klirc and Rainforest bird sounds fades in. 

Through the jaws of the metamorphic slate sculpted by the raindrops of 
eons, and the glossy woodland, through the Swan Lake, we reached the 
destination, “Herland”

SCENE 4 : EXT. HERLAND

FX: “Fire Temple”40  by Bobby Klirc and Rainforest bird sounds41 fades in and exposed for 30 
seconds. Sustained. 

NARRATOR

This glade *pause* was something entrancing. A gynocentric civilisation 
that was flowering like the healthy grasses that glowed below the blinding 
canopy of light, where these women organically engineered an agrarian 
Eden. It had taken time but it had not seemed impossible to them to plant, 
by hand, each tree in this new forest. Edible trees; Finger limes, Kakadu 
plum, ice-plants. Their empathy for their home permeated the aura of this 
place, where they ran, harvested and existed in a civilisation for fifteen 
hundred years. The practical result was like that in any healthy forest; 
an increasingly valuable soil was being built, instead of the progressive 
impoverishment so often seen in the rest of the world.

PARVA

38 3214 1390

39 Milan Records USA (2019). Bobby Krlic - Fire Temple from Midsommar OST. YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd014sIrTgM [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

40 Milan Records USA (2019). Bobby Krlic - Fire Temple from Midsommar OST. YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd014sIrTgM [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

41 Rain Sound and Rainforest Animals Sound - Relaxing Sleep. (2014). YouTube. Available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8myYyMg1fFE [Accessed 4 Sep. 2019].
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Somehow *pause* I knew it ought to be like this.  

NARRATOR

And as I learned ... to appreciate what these women had accomplished, the 
less proud I was of what we, with all our manhood, had done.

“Fire Temple”42  by Bobby Klirc and Rainforest bird sounds43  swell in volume then fade out. 

SCENE 5 : EXT. EPILOGUE

FX: Radio glitch44 . “Spaces” by Girl in Red45  plays after the glitch. Plays for approx.. 10 seconds 
and sustained

NARRATOR

Our journey today couldn’t be completed without recognising the works 
from some important literary figures. Between Robert Lawlors, “Earth 
Honouring”, positing the role of eco-masculine agency to denaturalize 
androcentric dualisms, furthered through fertilizing Sociologist Ariel 
Salleh and her writings on ecofeminism, such a story would remain 
uncovered. The journey through the shadow land, representative of Alex 
Wrights Hyper-postmodern indigenous dystopia, “swan book”, all the way 
to the fields of gold, alluding to Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s ecofeminist 
utopia “herland”, I truly hope that this experimental reimagination of 
literary critique has helped you to consider that the very crux of ecological 
crisis is inherently gendered. Finally, Thank You to the “green flame” and 
antic magazine for bringing this story to life with this collaboration, this is 
the intervention we needed.

“Spaces”46  by Girl In Red Fades out. Radio glitch and radio tuning sound47  cut off the dialogue and 
fade in. sustained. Narrators verse played through a radio again. Diatonic melodic piano motif 
accompanies48.  

42 Milan Records USA (2019). Bobby Krlic - Fire Temple from Midsommar OST. YouTube. 
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd014sIrTgM [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

43 Rain Sound and Rainforest Animals Sound - Relaxing Sleep. (2014). YouTube. Available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8myYyMg1fFE [Accessed 4 Sep. 2019].

44 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020].

45 Girl in Red (2019). spaces. YouTube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vF6ObrNwjo4 [Accessed 20 Aug. 2020].

46 Ibid

47 Apache Ntv (2016). Tv Glitch Sound Effects. YouTube. Available at:https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L7FS_VMyVEc  [Accessed 17 may. 2020].

48 3214 1390 – Wo(e)-Man’s land
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Dragging like a stringless marionette, lingering amidst my swollen debts, 
but, Momentum lies where you denaturalize

Fade Out. End. 
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